Standards

MyStandards for my corporates

Increase internal efficiency and satisfy customers
with state of the art on-boarding tools

MyStandards:
Standards
implementation
made simple

Benefits for you
Reduce time, cost, effort and risk to
manage your standards
Centralise and streamline your
standards guidelines
Automate, simplify and
harmonise your standards release
communication
Increase customer satisfaction

Benefits for your
corporates
Access user-friendly standards
documentation
Ease implementation of your
guidelines and facilitate compliance
Receive bank-specific guidelines in a
bank- neutral format

Do you regularly need to onboard new corporate customers
and provide them with standards
information?
Do you need to consult and
follow the latest market practices
in the corporate-to-bank space?
Would you like to create your
own guidelines for corporate
customers in a structured and
risk-free way?
Would you like to decrease the
impact of standards releases on
your guidelines?
Are you looking for an efficient
and user-friendly way to share
your guidelines with your
customers?
Would they prefer to access and
implement your information in a
bank-neutral format?

MyStandards’ response:
MyStandards simplifies the creation,
maintenance and communication of all
your standards-related information for you
and your customers. It is an innovative,
collaborative web-based platform, that will
help you to:

Centralise and analyse all
standards-related information
in a simple way
Browse all standards information you
need in a single, easy-to-use platform.
Consult, analyse and compare the latest
market practices in the corporate space,
and use them as a basis for your own
guidelines.

Reduce time and risk to create
your own guidelines
Simply reuse existing public corporate-tobank guidelines and tailor them with your
own customer requirements with only a
few clicks, thanks to a formal and intuitive
method.
Drastically reduce the time it takes to
analyse release impact, and compare
release versions of the messages you
use, as well as release impact on your
guidelines.

Offer a best-in-class service to
your customers
Share your guidelines with your customers
through a single channel. Provide your
customers with easy access to your
specifications online, and enable them
to generate simple and consistent PDF
documentation, as well as processable
output (XML Schemas) to facilitate
implementation.
Collect online feedback from your
customers and let them help you identify
opportunities for harmonisation of
guidelines.

Rich content
MyStandards centralises all standardsrelated content.
SWIFT and ISO 20022 provide the base
standards definitions for current and
future releases.
Market practice organisations and
financial institutions can define usage
guidelines, publish them and share their
content in a ‘standard’ way.

“MyStandards is
your one-stop shop for
anybody having to deal
with your standards,
within or outside your
institution.”
Powerful set of features
MyStandards contains a set of features
to help you and your customers manage
end-to-end standards processes more
efficiently:
Browse and search content in a common,
structured way:
MTs and MXs are presented in an intuitive
and user-friendly way. All usage guidelines
and release information is displayed
in the same standard way, enabling
unambiguous interpretation.
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Analyse, compare and assess immediately
and efficiently:
Use the powerful analytical framework
to consult change requests, compare
message and usage guidelines versions,
compare different sets of usage guidelines
and assess release impact on the usage
guidelines relevant to your business.
Capture and maintain usage guidelines in
a formal, consistent way:
Use the offline editor to formally create
and maintain the usage guidelines you
want to share with your customers.
Capture precise requirements such
as subsets of codelists, multiplicity of
elements, additional rules, and much
more.
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Content Contributors

Type of standard content

Base standards:
SWIFT and ISO 20022

Base Standards:MT/MX/ISO 20022

Usage guidelines:

Global market practices

Market infrastructures

Local market practices

Market practice groups

Bilateral guidelines

Financial institutions

Internal specifications

Share, generate and publish
documentation without manual
intervention:
Share your guidelines with your customers
using a single channel, and automate
the generation of PDF documents for
you and your customers. Generate Excel
sheets for base standards and usage
guidelines, as well as practical Excel
sheets for comparisons. You can also
define and control who has access to
your guidelines.
Generate processable output for efficient
implementation:
Generate XML Schemas for base
MT and MX standards, as well as for
usage guidelines. Reduce your own
implementation time, and enable your
customers to do the same.
Collect online feedback:
In addition to sharing and documenting
your guidelines, MyStandards provides
you with a platform where you and your
customers can share and consolidate
feedback on draft usage guidelines.

Contact us
Explore the platform at
http://www.swift.com/mystandards.
Creating and sharing usage guidelines with
your corporate customers requires a premium
license.
For all questions and additional information,
please contact us at mystandards@swift.com.

